
Superheroes of Note (the Authors!)

Kathryn "Delinquent Slayer" Howe

Kathryn Howe is a library student/Jedi apprentice with extraordinary
Force-sensitive powers. With the skill of a deadly bounty hunter, she
can track patrons with overdue fines for hundreds of miles, often
ending up in fierce lightsaber duels. She hopes one day to land a
lucrative job at the Jedi Temple Archives, but until then she is content
to continue her education with her fellow superheroes.

Tim "The Gallant Yonlib" Loge

Yonlib hears distress calls four canyons over and with Trusty
Surefoot travels days at a time without food or water. Together they
deliver library books to secluded communities in and around the
Sonoran Desert and Canyon Lands. Not only do they deliver and pick
up books, they also offer book talks, book lists, book clubs, guided
discussions, literature circles and creative programming, all for the
sole purpose of connecting a teen with the right book, meanwhile
developing in them a love for reading.

Jocelyn "Josie" Harnois

Josie is a second year MLIS student who possesses not so much the
super-power as the sheer will to spread her love of history to everyone,
including teenagers. One day she hopes to do this by working in
archives and preservation. Until then, she continues to hone her keen
appraisal, processing and conservation super powers and holds firm to
her belief that history can be studied in millions of ways, including
through comic books!
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Eric "Cybrarian" Drew

Once a mild mannered librarian, the Cybrarian was caught in an
illegal download, and whisked away to Cyberspace. There he
found a new cause to champion; the defense of unsuspecting
youth. Cyber-fiends were using the link between flesh and
electronics to twist and control young minds. Now, battling such
foes as the Blue Screen of Death, Error 1 and, the sinister trio
Control / Alt / Delete, he is the digital protector of future
generations, keeping information and young adults free!

Susan "The Shusher" Ozon

By day, she's a mild mannered librarian. By night, she's a mild
mannered librarian on a mission. Striving to wipe out disorder
and chaos wherever she finds it, she roams the streets of
Entropy City, putting books back in the proper place, sorting and
resorting card catalogs, alphabetizing CD collections, tidying
reference rooms, and keeping those rowdy patrons in line. Just
when you think it's safe to chew gum in the library, the Shusher's
there to make you spit it out.

Sarah "Otaku" MacLean

Sarah is small in stature but mighty in spirit. She is about to
complete her training to become a youth librarian. With her special
enhanced senses she intuitively knows what her young patrons
need/want, often before they do. As well, she has the ability to
understand teenagese and can translate any teenager's slang into
regular English, without batting an eye. These qualities make her an
asset to any library's Youth Services department.
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